Abstract -Transition metal catalyzed Organic Synthesis is an important strategy in synthetic chemistry. The wanted control in the reaction pathways to the target molecules in Organic Chemistry is normally achieved by functional group addition in the educts, followed by functional group interchange in the products. The more efficient way in Catalysis is to intro duce the wanted order parameters into the process itself. Three strategies for the developement of given catalytic systems are presented: (I) titration of the whole catalytic system, (II) system enlargement and (III) replacement of atoms in a given system. For the last two strategies four rules based on the inner structure of the Periodic System of Elements are proposed. A general model for "catalyst condition" supports these proposals.
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Organic Chemistry of today tends more and more to "synthetic engineering". Simple, efficient -(Ref. [3] [4] [5] [6] . Nature applies the same strategy starting eg. from 'active acetic acid". She produces a great variety of natural products . In this lecture we want to demonstrate three fundamental strategies for varying the information of a catalytic system, thereby systematically changing the order in structure and reactivity. SCHEME 3 shows the three strategies to optimize a given catalytic system: variation of the concentration of participating molecular species (Strategy I), system enlargement (Strategy II) and especially systematic replacement of atoms in the given molecules (Strategy III). of 10 leads to the best selectivity: SCHEME 6.
However, the catalytic efficiency is low; after In the three-component system Ni(COD)2/sec. amine/butadiene the oligomerisation of butadiene is shifted to the formation of acyclic octatrienes (7 a) and (7 b circuits: SCHEME 7. The mechanical analogon is a coupled sympathetic pendulum (demonstration).
The energy change as a result of the oscillatory situation during catalysis depends on the symmetry in the coupling (A or 5; for simplifying to A/S in structure and process see Ref . 18) of the components. The catalytic interaction relation is performable by a simple quantum mechanical procedure with a system of two simultaneous SCHROEDINGER equations (Table 1 ). The solution of this system leads to a typical resonance relation as a "catalyst condition". The SCHEME 7 ("
decrease of the activation threshhold -being the most important parameter for a theoretical determination of catalytic phenomenon at all -results as a function of the eigenvalues of transition state of the unified organic moieties (T) ,of the catalyst (C) ,the interaction energy (V.) and its symmetry (++ or ++C2). The catalyst condition clarifies especially that activation (catalysis) and inhibition effects are only expectable for small differences between the eigenvalues of transition state and catalyst -this is manifesting the selectivity performance of catalytic behaviour. The resonance condition in relation to the energy and symmetry condition of the system .in resonance is presented in SCHEME 8, Regarding a symmetric (antisymmetric) coupling catalysis or activation will occur only if the catalyst eigenvalue is situated above (below) the transition state. By changing the symmetry of the fragment coupling a catalyst is transformed into an inhibitor and vice versa.
[ EXAMPLE FOR PSE-SR1J
Ref 26 8dX2 (Y1h3) open (see SCHEME 13) can be seen, too. In SCHEME 18 four examples are collected for atom replacement between sector A I and A III . Even this strategy may lead to characteristic changes in structure and regio- One atom replacement following PSE -Sector Rule 2 may change order parameters in chemical reactions under the support of tiansition metal complexes, but the reaction conditions mostly have to be optimized anew. For optimizing symmetry and energy of fragment coupling (with reference to the "catalyst condition" SCHEME 8) the coupling of the fragments has to be readjusted. In many cases a second atom replacement can counterbalance the situation. Alternati vely one can follow other strategies from SCHEME 13: This will restore the parent state of high selectivIty and high reactivity after having successfully changed order parameters in the product spectrum through atom replacement via PSE -Sector Multistep atom replacement may not necessarily be a strategy to adjust a given order (PSE SR 3). In contrast this strategy can be used to systematically introduce disorder into a systern. This is true for order control in general. It was e.g. demonstrated by SCHEME 10, that changing the symmetry of the FMO's of the controlling ligand (even / odd numbers of electron pairs of the 11-system) reverses the selectivity and affects the activity of the presented catalytic system. Interestingly a 1:1-mixture of both ligands suppresses the catalytic activity dramatically over the whole {L]/[Ni] range from io to io2 (Ref. 20 a) .
As it was demonstrated by several examples order control is of great importance for a realization of optimal synthetic pathways in Organometallic Chemistry. The authors assume that the presented concepts (especially the PSE -Sector Rules) can be easily expanded to other fields of chemistry (SCHEME 19). 
